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Abstract 
SMART-system is a video database developed by the Japan Institute of Sports Sciences (JISS). It was made available to all 
national sports federations (NSF) in 2007. As of January 2010, the system is being used by 12 NSF, it has 1107 registered users, 
and 48,153 archived video files. SMART-system 2.0 is a new version that evolved from the experiences of designing and 
managing the original system. The main features of the new system are, (1) enhanced scalability: the system is capable of 
handling large NFS archives and small personal videos, and (2) enhanced integration with other resources such as web page and 
graphics data: these resources will be displayed with the video synchronously. These new features will improve training and 
coaching activities. 
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1. What is SMART-system 
SMART-system is a video database designed and developed at JISS to help coaches who use training videos in 
analysis of athletic performance. The purposes of the system are: 
• Enable manipulation of thousands of videos with simple searching methods, 
• Enable to video sharing between coaches and athletes, 
• Provides sports suitable video browsing. 
The system is based on server/client architecture, meta-data are archived on the server for searching, and videos 
are served using streaming technology. Meta-data search provides “simple searching methods” and Internet 
streaming enables “share video with coaches and athletes”. To enable video browsing, client software named  
SMART-viewer was built, which makes possible step-by-step, slow motion, simultaneous playback of two videos, 
and the addition of textual or pictorial comments to the videos. This client software provides sports oriented 
browsing. 
Fig.1 shows the system's overview. Meta-data servers on JISS, distributed streaming servers, and a SMART-
viewer is illustrated. Streaming servers are located at JISS or an NF's training center because of the accessibility for 
uploading video files. 
Windows 2003 server or 2008 server are used for video streaming. Because of 1 Mbps bit-rate encoding for all 
files, 48,153 files need less than 2 TERA-bytes disk space. 
The system is operated by 4 system engineers at JISS, they provide daily system maintenance, and support for 
users and managers. Managers at each NSF provide video uploading, meta-data uploading, and user registration 
services. 
Fig. 1. SMART-system overview. 
2. The history of SMART-system 
JISS first provided video support during competitions in 2002 for the synchronized swimming teams. We 
recognized the limitations of the commercial software that was used at the time and the need for creating a new 
system. After several surveys and tests, the project for developing a movie database was started in year 2005. 
This four-year project was lead by the author and included a team of several researchers from the sports 
information department, engineers from information technology, and two external programmers (server 
programming and client programming). The system was designed and programs were developed, after a one year 
alpha test with several NSF’s, the system was opened to all NSF’s in the year 2007. This advanced the project from 
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development phase to an operational phase. The project ended in 2009, and a new project for developing a SMART-
system version 2.0 was started. 
Its chronological history is summarized as below. 
• 2002: Commercial software was used for synchronized swimming video support. 
• 2003: Survey and design for new video database. 
• 2004: Trial development of the new system. 
• 2005: Project started and alpha version completed. 
• 2006: Start trial use with several National Sports Federations. 
• 2007: Open the system to National Sports Federations. 
• 2008: Improvement of the system and engineering team begin daily operation. 
• 2009: Project ends and new SMART-system version 2.0 project is started. 
The first public announcement of the system was made at the IASI world congress 2005; the author gave a 
presentation titled “Content based movie database for sports” [1]. The name SMART-system was first introduced in 
a presentation at the ISEA conference 2006 [2]. At the IACSS conferences in Calgary 2006, searching method of the 
system were presented [3], and at the IASI world congress 2009, the author explained the system during a panel 
discussion of “Video and Digital Asset Repositories in Sports”  [4].  
3. The statistics of the system 
The growth of the system can be captured by looking at the number of files archived on the system. Monthly 
changes of the number of files archived are plotted below. 
Fig. 2. Transition of the number of files archived on the server. 
This data shows that the system has grown constantly (increase approximately by 1000 files per month) from the 
time of the initial public announce in the year 2007. The details of 48153 files on Jan. 2010 are summarized below, 
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Table 1. The number of archived files by each discipline. 
Discipline Archived Files 
Judo 14982 
Speed skating 8657 
Moguls 6532 
Synchronised Swimming 5735 
Swimming 4455 
Ski Cross 1525 
Training 1418 
Tennis 1141 
Table Tennis 1138 
Volleyball 897 
Figure Skating 829 
Others 794 
Total 48153 
To understand the user’s needs, the system logs client’s activity. SMART-viewer collects user actions, and sends 
the information to a log server at JISS at the conclusion of a session. The information is summarized on a web page, 
and reports are sent to managers every month. Below is an output of the page. 
Fig. 3. An output of a log page 
Each cell shows total number of accesses on a day, and is linked to the precise description page, which shows what 
video was browsed, how long it was browsed, and what action the user selected (play, pause, slow motion). By this 
log output, we can understand how users use the system. 
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4. SMART-system 2.0 
The previous SMART-system (called SMART 1.0) worked well with sharing videos for competitions, but 
SMART 1.0 was not used very well for browsing video for daily training nor worked well with other applications. 
SMART-system version 2.0 (called SMART 2.0) was designed to solve these problems. 
4.1. Scalable server configuration 
Typical uses of video for daily training such as browsing the video with coach at a training meeting, or browsing 
the video when writing training notes at home. For such cases, the video will be uploaded to a local network server 
or local PC, not to the Internet server. SMART 2.0 is designed to work on the Internet, local network or on local PC, 
and it covers various situations of using the video for training. It is common to run the server on a local PC, for 
example XAMPP [5] is a good case for such use. SMART 2.0 is designed from a single framework, named Ruby on 
Rails [6], and its simplicity makes it possible to run the system on various computers, from local PC to the Internet 
server. In comparison, SMART 1.0 was running on 6 Linux servers and using Java, PHP, SOAP, tomcat, and a wiki 
program. Also SMART 2.0 enables Internet streaming of video, or using file sharing on a local network, or using 
video files as local files. This is the scalable configuration of SMART 2.0.  
4.2. Resources for SMART 2.0 
Video is a first-class resource on the SMART-system. There are time operations on video, such as play, pause, 
slow, step, and jump to a certain time. Also two video resources can be displayed synchronously to help understand 
movement from different viewpoints. 
There will be a graphical representation of the data, which was taken with video, and its simultaneous and 
synchronous display with video helps to understand the movement in detail. For example, the data of the force 
platform at contact phase during running will explain the reaction forces, which is difficult to explain by video. The 
graphical representation also supports operations such as play, pause, slow, step, same as video operation. So, the 
graphical representation of the data is a first-class resource which changes its display according to time, same as 
video. 
There will be a web representation of the analytical results of a ball game such as batting average, throw average, 
and its simultaneous and synchronous display with video helps to understand the movement in detail. Also users see 
the analytical result according to the time; middle of the game or last five minutes, which are the similar operations 
like play, pause, and step in video. So web pages which change their content according to time are the same as 
video. They are a first-class resource as is the video and the data. 
• Video resource 
• Graphical display of the time series data 
• Web page representation of analytical data 
The above three resources; video, graphical representation of the data, and web page, are first-class resources for 
SMART 2.0, and have the same operations on resources. Each resource has its own client program, SMART-player 
for video similar to Windows Media Player or QuickTime player, SMART-plotter for data graph display, and 
SMART-browser for displaying web page dynamically. 
4.3. Operation on resources 
There is an operation named coaching annotation, which enables the coach to insert an arrow, text, or drawing’s 
overlapping the video. It emulates the functionality of what a coach is doing on video with the athletes. This 
operation is applied on video resource, but also applicable to data graph or web page. For example, it is possible to 
add a comment to the peak of force data just as it is to video. SMART-plotter and SMART-browser have such 
functionality. 
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Fig. 4. A coaching annotation on SMART-player 
Clear classification of the resources and operations makes it transparent and easy to understand the functionalities 
of the client’s programs. This is the orthogonal relation of resources and operations of client’s programs on SMART 
2.0. 
Table 2. Relation between resources and operations 
Client programs work synchronously with the operation of play, pause, slow, and step-by-step. For example a 
user moves the video position on SMART-player, with graphical display of the data, and an analytical results page 
changing its display according to the time. This is the integrated environment for video, data, and analytical data on 
SMART 2.0. 
5. Conclusion 
SMART-system is used by more than 12 National Sport Foundations and more than 48,153 files are archived. 
The new version of the system is designed to work well with daily training situations and also play well with several 
resources synchronously; videos, data graphics, and analytical results. The system’s integrated environment makes it 
possible for client program operations to be applicable to all the resources. 
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Resource Client Program Time Operation Coaching Annotation 
Video SMART-player Play, pause, etc. Yes 
Time series data SMART-plotter Play, pause, etc. Yes 
Web Page SMART-browser Play, pause, etc. Yes 
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